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fRITZ ENGE';EEfin~G LABORATORY"
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
"BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA
AN INVESTIGATION OF STEEL RIGID E'RAMES
by Inge Lyse" and \tV. E, Blacko
----------------------~----~--
SYNOPSIS
This paper presents the results of tests on two one~
quarter size rivetedateel rigid frames, In onef'rame~ the knee
sections were square, having a sharp reentrant angle at the inner
corner. The other f'rame had a large circular f'illet at the inside
corner or the knee. The f'rames were tested chiefly as two-hinged
structures under working loads.
In general, the structural behavior or the two rigid frames
was in accordance with conventional theory. At the knees of' both
frames, however, ~he normal stress distribution departed markedly
f'rom the usualatraight-line relationship. In,the square knee, a
concentration of stress existed at the inner corner but was found
to be of' minor importance. In the curved mee, compressive stress-
es in the flange of' the curved fillet '.w:re "greateI!~than those computed
by either the straight or curved beam theories, Further, a trans-
verse variation of the stress in the: .curved flange added still more
to the high compressive stresses in the curved knee. On the basis
of the test results, recommendations for the analy$ls and design of
each type of' rigid frame have been made and are presented herewith.
- - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - .- ~ - - .• - ~ -- - ~ - ~, - - - - ~
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INTRODUCTION
During the last decade there has been a growing appre-
ciation of the many structural and esthetic advantages o:f the
rigid :frame type of construction~ particularly as applied to
short span bridges. However ~ due to the lack o:f available in"
.formation regarding the stress distribution in this type of
strueture,particularly at the knee section, the steel rigid
frame is still viewed with some concern by many engineers.
In order to remedy this situation, the American Insti-
tute o:f Steel Construction initiated two investigations of the
structural behavior of steel rigid frames. One was conducted
by the National Bureau of Standards at Washlngton~ D.C., the
results of which have been pubiished in ten reports. *' The se,c-
- ' ,
ond investigation, reported in this paper, was made possible by
the establishment at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of a co-
operatlva :r~search ,fellowship by the A. I. S. C. and Lehigh
. ...'
University.
T.heprogr~ for this investigati6dSprepared by the
Technical ResearBh Committee of the Inst! tute" co~sisting of
:Mr. Jonathan. Jones,. chairman; the late Mr. U. G. Ba1coni~ and
• :.' • I ~.
Messrs'.F. H'. Frankland. O. E. Hovey. H. D. Hussey" J. R.
Lambert', and AUbrey Weymouth. Acknowledgment is due to the
* Progress Reports No. 1 to 10 on STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN STEEL
lUGID' FRAMES~NationalBureau of' Standards, publ!'shed by the
American Institute of Steel Construction.
J'"
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members of theoommittee for their active interest in the work
and their advice and guidanoe; to Mr. E. L. Durkee. Mr. G. It.
Gray, and Mr. W. B. McLean of Fabricated Steel C~mstruotionl
Bethlehem Steel'Company~ .forthe design of' the square knee model
and for their. va.luableassistano,e in the theoretical analysIs 'of'
the frames; to Mr~,.'Hus'sey for the ciesignof the curved knee model
, ,
and to the members of the laboratory staff ~orthelr assistance
,"
,. • _, .,. I • ~
in testing the models and the preparation of the report.
• t , t
In the investigation conducted at the Nati~nal Bureau
. ,
of Standards, only knee speoimens were tested, the primary pur"'"
pose being to determine thestreas distribution at thissl9ction.·
At Lehigh University,. two complete rigid..frames were tested to
I •• t' !
secure aeheck upon the stress distribution obtained by the test-
ing of knee specimens alone, and also to pel"mit the observation
. .
of other important data regarding the frame as a whole. The fo-
, .,
cal point of interest was the knee, section, although such sub-
jeets as ,slippage of .foundations l and accuracy of oonventional
, .
methods ofanalysls and design were also studied.
TEST PROGR.AM
The investigation was planned with the view of stUdying
the behavior of the frames when hinged at the supports. The
test program was laid out with the following objeotives in mind.,
A. Determination of Stress Distribution in the Knee Section
1. FrinalpalStresses and Maximum$hears
2. Normal Stresses and Shears on Arbitrary Sections
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B. Effect of the Stress Distribution in the Knee upon the
Behavior of the Frames as a Whole
1. On Horizontal Reaction
2. On Stresses in Frames
3. On Deflections
C. Effect of Sim.ulated Foundation Slippage
1. On Horizontal Reaction
2. On Stresses in Frames
3. On Deflections
D. Determination of Restraint Provided by Flat-Plate Base
E. Comparison Between Experimental $ata and
Calculated Result.s
For the most part the pro.gram was carried out as out-
lined for both frames. Exceptions will be oited as they are
discussed.
TEST. SPEOIMENf!
In order to compare the results of' this investigation
with those obtained at the National Bureau of Standards.~ the
shapeSof the knee sections of the two model frames were made
similar to two of the specimens tested at the Bureau.
The chief point Qf difference between the two models
was the shape of the knee. One, which shall be referredta as
the squs.reknee frame, had a sharp reentrant angle of about 900
at the inside corner af the knee~ while the other, designated
~;;,-
as the curved knee frame, had a large circular fillet a.t the
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inside of the mee. The details of the two frames are shown
in Fig. 1 and 2. The method of fabrication of the square knee,
show~ng that the web does not extend through the vertical sec-
tionat the inside comer of the knee, 1s illustrated in .Fl{5tS.
The sl~e ot the models was chosen'to fit the testing machine
aval1able~a.nd the applIed loads were desisned to prod:u.cfiJ work;~
ingstz>&ssesinthe models.
The square knee· frame Was considered to be reduced from
~ imaginary prototype with a clear span ot72 tt. and was de-
signftd a$ the ,middLe one of three such frames spaced 15:c'ft;
apart, :with framed floorbeams andstrlngers supporting a 36-f't.
roadway with H-20 loading. The linear dimensions 'of the model
\Vere one-f'ourthsnd the cross ....sectiona.l areas approximately one-
sixteenth of' those of the prototype. Theeurved knee was design-
ed .for the same conditions.
Due to the ;small size of the frames, 1twas considered
advisable to have themtabr1.cated at an ornamental iron \Yorks
rather than at QIlor41narystructurs,l shop. Blds ,were obtained
:t'rotJ1several such orga.n~zatlon$ in the vicinity of the labora-
tory; the square !mee frame wa$ fa.brica.ted by the ,Bethlehem
Fence Works and the curved knee trame by the Allentown Iron
Works.
In general the workmanship of the two frames wassatls-.
factory. Overall dimensions and depths of the sections were
sufficiently accurate to permit use of the nominal values in
•
\6
ali but a :rew instances. One objectionable feature was found.;.
however~ in the 'square mee frame: At the intersection of the
compression f'la.ngesat both knees, where tight bearing should
. . .~. ..
be obtalried..~ 'small gaps existed.~ It was considered advlsabl~
to till tl1ese gaps, with shims whi,eh were tack~eld.ed In pla.ee~
but which produced tight bearing only along the outstanding legs
of' the gi.rder flange angles. Thus, 'a loose fit wa.s 'eliminated
at the eipense of a ceneentration' of' stres's at the bearing.
Tensile properties of the material in the two frames
are givan 1n Table I.
TEST METHODS
A. Loading Apparatus: .... The frames were tested in a
300,,000-1.'6. 'Olsenmach1ne having a 21"!"f't. beam which provided
" ,
an ~xcei:tent base on which. to set th.e '18':"rt. models. The loa.d
was': trans:ferred .from the moveable head otthet'esting machine
to the load points of the frames by a system of' bars and load'"
ing beams as illustrated in Fig. 4.
The horizontal reaction wa.s resiated bye. 3!4-in. round
bar exgend1ng between the twoeo1umn bases in 3011 teats. To
allow adjus.tment of the reaction and the span length of the
,frame, the ends of the tie bar were threaded and .fitted with
nuts. Rollers under one of the column bases insured tha.t 0011
a negligible amount of friction might af.fect the horizontal re'-
action. The tie-bar attaebmentand rollers are$ho'W11 in Fig. 4:
and 5.
. \
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In order to prevent lateral buckling or twisting of the
flexible horizontal girder, trussed frames were built up from .
the testing machine at midspan.~ and just inside the inner face,
of each column" as shown in Fig. 4. lJ,"he frame hade.' tendency ,
to bear against all of these lateral supports un<ler load, but
only at the center was the.re any appreciable def1e.ction whe.re
.friction might be developed. Comparative te$ts,. with' and with-
out the center support, gave pra.ctica.lly identical results, so
the 'frictional restraint was conslderedneglig:tble.
B. Base Details .. 1. mused Base. The apparatus shown
in Fig. 5 wa.s developed to provide a peint bearing i'or the frame
suppo.rt.s and at the same time transmit the horizontal reaction
to the tie-bar. The bearing area. of the pin wasalVlflYs less
than 1 in. wldej wh1ch was suf.flcientlysmall fOl' the as'slltl1ptlon
0f a point support~.
2;. Flat Base. It was consldeJ?ed worthwhile to investigate
how much restra1ntng moment was produced by the ba.se When the
. \ -
bame :r:'e~4 upon flat bases which 1'estrained horizontal move-
ment, but not rotatlon~ To provide this condition;. the tw-osets
()f appa.ratuashown in Fig. 6 were developed~ Since the two gap;e
.1dentlc8.~ results, SasaNo. 2 was used in most tests.
C. Observations andInstruments .. In all t&$t~ the to-
tal load was 1000 lb. for the zero ·cond1tlon,. and 13,.000 lb. for
the working condition, giving Qworking range of' 12,,000 lb__ Fig.
1 and 2 show the location 'of the load poln:t~.. In some of the
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early tests" the working load was applied in two equal incre-
ments, but for the most part it was found convenient to apply
the lo.ad in but one increment. For purposes of checking in
the latter case, each loading was always repeated.
To determine the state of stress at each gage point
on the web, three strain readings" horizontal, vertical, and
inclined at 45°" were obserVed. stresses were obtained from
the observed strains by the graphical method developed by W.
R. Osgood and R. G. Sturm* of the National Bureau of Standards.
At each flange gage point, only the strains parallel to the
longltU'd1nal dimension of the flange were observed, as the
transverse stresses in the flange may be considered negligible.
Wherever possible, flange strains were observed at both heel
and toe of .. the outstanding .legs.. of the angles and on the edge
of the web. At all- gage points, strains were observedsimul ....
taneously on both sides of the frame in order to eliminate the
the effect of lateral bending. These strain observations were
made with Huggenbergertensometers having one-1.nch gage lengths.
With these instrument.s" stresseseould be obtained within an ex-
peetedaccura.cy of 300 p.s'.i. The instruments ware held in
position on the web plate by means of l/a-in. bolts and tapped
holes in t'he web. As it was desira.ble to keep the number of
.. THE DETERMINATION OF STRESSES FROM STRAINS ON THREE INTER"
SECTING GAGE LINES .AND ITS APPLICATION TO ACTUAL TESTS, by
Wm. R. Osgood and·R. G. Sturm, Bureau of Standards Journal
of Research, Vol. 10, 1933, Research Paper No. 559.
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holes at a minimum l only three strain readings were observed
a1?eae~ point, Instead or yhe eh~ek ':lsuall¥ obtained by the
~ourth reading l a repetition was'made of each loading and ob-
servation. The tensometer attachments .for web and f'lange
strain measurements are shown in Fig, 4 and 7.
Huggenberger tensometers were a1so used .for observing
flange strains at midspan and ,at other points in the .frames
as required by the' special problems which appeared in the t,est-
ing of the .frames •
..
The adjustment of the span length was measured by a
O.OOl-1n. Ames dial bearing agalnstone column base and .fast-
ened to a long light angle which wa.s clamped at i.ts.,pPPGsite
end to the other column base. Rollers supported the angle
aJ.ong its length. The two ends of this device are shown in
Fig. 6. Readings at zero load were always taken at nOrJ.1lall!{,t')sn
'. .
length. By normal span length is meant the span length under
, ..
no load. As the load was being applied l the span was adjusted
by the nuts on the tie-bar,. so that at maximum load, the span -
length was as desired, either normal l or plus or minus a given
quantity.
The horizontal reaction was determined by observing the
strain in the tie"'bar with a. ten-inch Whittemore strain gage and
computing the stress and load therefrom. This instrument contaIns
a 0.0001-11'1. Ames dial and indicates stress within about 300 p.s.
1., o1"about 150 lb. load in the tie-bar~
-~--- .:='- =~==:""-~~-==-"'--_===-__""""iiiiiiiiio _
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The' vertic:al' deflec'tion of the frame at' midspan was
measured by til O.-OOl-in. -Ames dial between the top flange of
the frame and a. framework built up from. the bases of the
frameasshoW!l in Fig. 8.
TEST DATA.
1. Stress Distribution at Knee .... Square Knee Frame.
Three complete seta orstress--d1.stributiondata were obtained
f'OT thesquare,-knee frame, one $et for each !mee oithe frame
at normal span length, and one for the East knee with the sup .....
ports allowed to move outward 1/4-1.n. under load. 'In general,.
the results for the two knees ware so similar that the data
from only one are presented here. The va.riatlonof distnbution
due to movement oftha supports is discussed in another section.
Biram thestratns obsened. ateaeh gage point on the web
of the lmee, princ1palstressesand maximum shears were deter-
mined graphically. On the backs of the fl.anges only long!tu-
d1nal atrains were observed" from which stress·ea were computed
directly. The values of princlpalfJtresses and mwtiMWn shears
are indicated by llne.s of' equal stress, contour lines, for the
normal span condition in Fig. 9. Directions and magnitUdes of
the principal stresses are also shown. in Fig. 9.
In connection wi th the rigid frame investigation con-
ducted at the Bureau of Standards, a theoretical 'analysis of' a
rectangular rigid frame knee was developed,. it' The analysis
-' ~- - - ~ .- - ~ - -- - ~ -- -~ - - ~ - .- -- - -- - --- ~ -
it STRENGTH OF A RIVETED STEEL RIGID Fl'tA."dE HAVING S~RAIGHT
FLANGES.. A. H. Stang, Martin Greenspan, andWm. B. Osgood,
Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards,
Vol. 21, September 1938
Invo~ve4 an app~ication of the theory of elasticity to a rec-
tangular plate !Loaded at the edges with shears~ thrusts and
moments in its own plane as ahownin Fig. 10, The resulting
contours of principal stresses and maximum shears, which were
worked up by Mr, H. De, Hussey of the American Bridge Company
for a rigid frame knee of practioally identical proport,ions as
the square knee are also given in Fig. 10. It is noted that
the general agreement between theoretical and observed re~lUlts
is very satls:factory.
The knee j oint may be considered as a rigid beam and
column connection in which the column extends to the top of the
trame. With this idea 1n mind, normal stresses on sections a.p-
proximately perpendleularto the axes of the column and the .. g1r~
del" were determined from observations and are shown in Fig. 11.
It will be noted that the neutral ·axis of the column deviates
only a'comparatively small amount from the centerline. The
presence of direct stress in addition to bending was recognized
in locating the neutral axis. :Normal stresses on a plane at ap-
proximately 45° through the inside' eorner of the knee are ,also
.. ..
shown in Fig. 11. The stress on this plane at the inside COrrIer
wa.S obta.ined from the flange stresses at the corner. Since these
flange stresses could not be measured, they Viera obtained by ex-
trapolfition from observed values near the corner. The dotted
curve on the vertica.l section in the girder nearest the column.
:face indicates the stress distribution that would probably have
..
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existed had the vertical legs of the compression flange taken
their proper share of the total compression in the flange.
Fig. .'9" shows that the maximum shears are very nearly
constant over most of the weo i1'1 the knee and are all approxim- .
ately horizontal and vertical; being at.45°wlth the principal
stresses. Computations show that the average of the horizontal
shears over the entire knee is ge~4 per cent o£ the average of
the maximumshears e Thus,; a correct d.et~rm1nation of the horl'"
zontal Shearing stresses would be adequate for design purposes.
Fig. 12 presents a comparison between the horizontal shears de-
termined from observations and thosecomput,edon the assumption
that the we~ resists a horIzontal shear equal to the tension in
the top flange of the girder. The girder flanges have been. as-
sumed to take all the moment and thrust on the section at the
column face as shown in Fig. 12.
A comparison of observed and compu.ted extreme·· f'iber
stresses in the vicinity of the knee is presented in Fig. 13.
Computed stresses are based en the conventional formulas for
;
.
flexure and direct stress. In plotting the computed tension
values it was assumed that the stresses reach a maximum a.t the
sections which pass through the inside corner of the kneej and
.,
decrease uniformly along the flanges of' the knee $1) zero at the
ou.ter corner. The stresses repre,sented by triSl.ngu.lar dots on
the vertical section passing through the inside eorner of the
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knee were computed on the assumption that the flange angles
of the girder transmi tted all of the moment and thrust in the
girder to the column.
Curved-Knee Frame, In the testing of the curved knee frame,
it was observed that stresses at· the toes of the outstanding legs
of the curved flange angles were 40 to 70 per cent less than
stresses at corresponding points on the heels of the angles or
on 'the edge ·of the web. The stresses at the heels of the angles
and at the edge of the web agreed very closely. Fig. 14 shows
flange stresses observed on the three gage lines, A, B. and 0,
at the knee, This transverse variation in stress in the outstand-
-'
ing legs did not exist on straight flanges, whether subjected to
tension or compression.
Observations of flange strains transverse to the longi-
tudinal Qxiso:f' the curved fle.nge indicated that the outstanding
legs were bending back slightly away from the heels -of' the angle.
Computations showed that in order for the observed. stress varia-
tion to take place JI' the toes of the outstanding legs would have
to deflect O.Ol-1n. with respect to the edge at the web. The
slight transverse bending observed was not sufficient. however~
to produce this deflection, indicating that a rotation was tak-
ing place about the rivet line. The stresses on all three gage
lines increased approximately in proportion to the 1oad.
Normal stresses on planes radial to the curved :flange are
shown 1n Fig. 15. Straight line streas d1 atribution does not ex-
ist on these planes within the knee section. A comparison· between
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average observed extreme fiber stresses at the knee and those
computed.by the conventional formulas for flexure and direct
stress is '~own in Fig. 19. The average stress values were ob-
tained byassum1ng that the extreme fiber stress was constant
across the backs of the angle at ea-ehsaction# that the neutral
aJds remained. $tationary, and'that the moment of the .compression
area. about the. neutral a.x! s remained cc>nstan~,. From the ob-
served st1"esses and the observed position 0:£. the neutraalax1s,
the a.verage strEH:lS value was then computed. A· compari son be~
tween these a.verage values and the actual observed mElXimum
stresse~ at-the e~treme compressive fibers is ind.iea~ed in Fig.
15.
The observed princlpalstress~s a:p.d maximum shears.for
the curved knee frame are shovl1l in Fig. 17. It 1s noted that
the greatestmUimtun shears in the knee lie appr.oximately within
a square at the exterior corner of the knee With. two of its
bounda.ries coinciding with the straight flanges of the knee and
with its interior corner on the observed,neutral axis (see Fig.
15). This squal'$ i's shown in detail in Fig. 18., From Fig. 17
1t isa180 no.ted that the maximum shears 'Within the squa-re are
very nearlys.!l horizontal and vertical. The forces acting on
this section of the web' are illustrated in Fig. 18., the shears
introduced by the flange tensions being very great in compari-
bending
son to the /loads due to the web. Therefore" the horizontal and
vertiealshaar 10. the square was considered to be approxima.tely
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equal to the shear lnt:roduced by the flanges. The stresses in
the angles which must be unloaded into the web along the two
exterior sides of the square can be computed by the conventional
formulas for fleKUre and direct stress. Assuming that the square
was isolated .from the remainder of the lm.ee and loaded with hori-
zontal and 'Vertical shears equal to the average of the tensions
in the two flanges, which were nearly equal, the resulting aver ....
age unit shear agreed. closely With the obsewedma.x1mum shears.
The comparison between observed and computed results .i s shown
in Flg~ 18.
2. General Behavior of Fr,ames .. Three observations on
each frame were used as criteria for the general behavioI' of the
frame, namely; the horizontal reaction, the internal moment at
midspan, and the vertical deflection at midspan. By comparing
the observed values with theoretical values and with sem1-theo ....
reticalvalues obtained by using tJ:le observed horizontal react-
ion, a good indication of the efficiency of the mee-joint as
well as 01' the frame asa whole was obtained. Such a compari-
son is given for eachf'ra:m.e in Tab1.e II. A1.1 values re.f'er to
the normal span condition.
Since only six tensometers were available .for use, a
grea.t many·repetitions of loading were necessary to obtain all
desired data. Strain observations on the tie ....bar were made at
regultir intervals throughout the course of the testing, and no
appreciable change was noticed at any time. Evidently such
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effeets as permanent set due to high localized stresses and
slippage of rivets and joints had a negligible effect upon the
frame as a whole. However" a decrease of about 5 per cent in
the high. locallzedstresses at the knee of the square knee
,
frame occurred dUring the course of the testing.
Load"'reaction and load-deflectlon curves for ea.ch frame,
shown in Fig. 19, illustrate that the .frame as a whole hehaved
as an elastic structure" i.e., the observations varied in'direct
proportion to the load. Individual stress observations were gen-
erally made in but one load inerement, but at several random
points load""'Stre.ss data were observed, a straight line relatlon-
,
ship was obtained.
3. Horizontal, Move!Jlent of Supports -In order to simu-
late one of the most impor.tant problems in rigid frame construe-
tion;lt that of foundation slippage, the bases of the frames were
moved l~ward or outward a given distance as the load was being
applied. Each fraine was studied under five such c'ondftions, the
span length varying from the normal cGndition by the following
amounts:'''l/2 in~, ..1/4 in.. O-in., +1/4 in.. +1/2 in. A
1/4-in.movement in the mOdel corresponded to a I-in. movement
in the prototype •
.
Observed and computed values of' the horizontal reactions,
the eenter moments, and the center deflections for the various
sparl' lengthaareshovm in Fig. 20 and 21 .for both frames. A line-
ar variation was found for both theoretical and experimental values
",
for, all ,c,onditions." It 1s noted that the increment,s of the.
obseryed r~a.ctlon~", moments,,; and deflections for a var,.at~on
in span length of, any definite~ount are $light~y larger,
• • ,. • • '. to .'
than those of, t~e ~omputed values.
For,both.rr~ea the observed hor,"zontal .rean.tiona wer~
. ' . ' .
slightly less than the computed values.,: varYing from 0 to 4 per
cent for, the; squa,re knee frame, andeona,tanta,t about, 4 per ee;nt
to f3 per cent tor tp.esquare kp.e,e frame, ,and from, ,5 to-IS per
cent for the curved knee frame.. Acco.r¢ling t,o the laws of, stat-
. , . . ~ .
~es. observed reactIons and center moments should always check
each other. In general they agreed very well. Whenever the
cheek was not satisfactory, the ,values of horizontal reactIon
and center moment were adjusted.. equal weight being given to the
two observations.
The stress distribution in the a,quare knee 4"~ for the
span-variation of +1/4-1n. differed but l1ttlefrom that for the
normal span. In general the stresses observe,d were sli~tly
lesSJ. as would be expected in view of the smaller horizontal 1'e-
action.
Flat.Base Tests· Both. frames were tested with the sup'"
. -
ports restlngon the flat plate bases shown in Fig.• 6 in order
to determine ,the amount of rotational restr$1nt produced by this
type of base. Internal moments Were determined from strain
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measurements at two locations in'the frame. Sinee the hori-
zontal reactlon was also observed.,. it was possible to" comput&
the."location ot the point or 'inflection in the columtl, 1f it
ex1'stJed. The results indicated that f'or both 'trarl1es;the
point of lnfieetlon lay so close t6,the base that in effect it
could be'eolisldered 'a hinged support.
, .", 'Table!!I, presentsratlo$ .or obser,;ed to computed hoI's..;.;.
, , ' center p.1oments, ) '
zontalreactlorisiand centeI' deflections tor both hinged and flat
base tests. It ls' ,noted that the two base condi. tions gave ve"!'"'i
similar results for both frames~ , In the computations it was as;';"
swned that a hinge existed at the fiat base.
ANALYSIS
1. Moment of Inertia .... A test was made to determine the
correct moment of inertia for use in computations. With the
curved knee frame inverted in the testing machine, the girder
which was of uniform section, was tested as a simple, beam. with
two equal and symmetrically situated loads. At a working load
for the girder, maximum .flange strains were observed. Stresses
were computed from the observedstralns. and. the effective moment
of inertia was computed from the maximum stresses, appll.ed loads,
and dimensions of the girder.
The effect!ve moment of inertia \vasslightly less than
the gross moment of inertia" and almost exactly equa.l to that
obtained by assuming the total area of' the r1vet holes to be uni'"
fomlly distributed along the length of the g~rder. This ave.rage
·.
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moment of inertia was used in all eomputati.ons... If the gross
'moment of inertia had. been used,the·err~rwould have been
about 3 per cent· for this girder.
2. Horizontal Reaction .;.. NOTATION
. H ;:: horizontal reaction
As ;:: length of arbitrary section of frame
I ;:: moment of inertia
A :;cross-seetional area
At ;:: web area
E :; modulus of elasticity in tension and compression
G ;:: shearing modulus of elasticity
M ::; actua.l moments in the frame
V ;:: actual shear in the frame
N :; ae tual thrust in the frame
C1 :; angular deformation of a section
Ml ;:: moment due to apPlied loads on simple frame_ i.e.,
no restraint to horlzontalmovement of bases
VI = shear due to applied loads on simple frame
Nl ;:: d1reet thrust due to applied lea.ds on simple frame
mh ::; moment due to unit horizontal load applied
at supports
vll ;:: shear due to unit horizontal load applied
at supports
nh ;:: thrust due to unit horizontal load applied
at supports
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Inord.er to compare the test resu~ts wlthcoroputed
values, analyses were made for both frames by the Maxwell-ftiehr
(uni t dummy load) methoQ. as applied to a ~wo-hinged arch. Since
both t~ames we~eof non-uniform cross-section, the members of
each frame were arbitrarily d1vi4ed into -short sections and the
necessax-y integrations carried out as algebr~ic- sunnnations. The
arbitrary sections are shown in Fig. 1 and 2,.
,
The effects of shear and d1reetstre~s were included 1n
the computations, since for comparison with test results a great-
~r degree of accuracy than that ordinarily required in design was.
desired. The equation for the horizontal reaction, considering
, - -
deformations due to bending, shear" and direct stress, can be
written 1n this manne~:
N'lnhAs
AE
nhs As
AE
(l)
(2)
Actual evaluation of the different- quantities 1ndicated that for
rigid frames of types similar to the two modals, the last two
terms of the numerator and the la.st term of the denominator may
be neglected tor all practical purpo,sea, giving:
Ml1lilhAS
k E1H=-~~--=--=-----
mh2 As Vh2As
l.: --- + i: ......;;;--EI . - AtG
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NeglectIng the remaining shear term would introduce an error
of about 3 per cent fer the square knee frame and, about 1 per
cent for the curved knee frame.
The applicatio~ of this fo~la ror H is a routine
matter providing the structure behaves in accordance with the
assumptions on which the theory is based. 1'est results indi-
cate. however. that at the !maesof both rigid frames,seci;ians
that are plane before bending do not necessarily remain plane
after bending. As a result; the actual bending deformations
(MAS) and shearing deformations (!!!.) in the sections at the knee
. n· ~G
will differ from those computed by the Maxwell-l.lJ:ohr theory. There ....
fore, a study of the stress distribution at the knee of each .frame
was made for the purpose of detez-mining the treatment of the cor-
ner sections which would most nearly approa.ch actual conditions as
interpreted from observed data~
The changes in horizontal res.ctlon due to variations in
span length were determined directly :from equation (2)'.. The term,
i M':t S in the numerator of the expression for H represents the
horizontal deflection of the supports due to the applied loa.ds
:. - . - "
when the supports are free to move horizo~tally, i.e.~ the varia-
tion in span length ~or a. 100 per cent change in reaction. Since
the change in reaction is proportional to· the variation in span
len8th,t~e horizontal. reactions tor the various span lengths
were obtained directly.
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3. Deflections- Vertical deflections at the center of
"
each frame were computed by the Maxwell-Mohr method# involving
the application of a vertical unit l,oad at the point at which
the deflection wa.s desired. In this determination,. the follow-
ing question arosa:should the unit load be applied to. the fully
restrained frame, thus,.producing a horizontal reaction, or to
the determinate frame withsuppol"ts ;fr~e to move horizontally?
An investigation of the problem show:ed that the two procedures'
gave identical results~ For convenlence~, it is therefore recom-
mended that the moments due to theun1 t l()ad be computed on the
basis of the determinate frame, "that is:
whare=
8=k~EI
o :: deflection at any point
M ::': aetualmoments in structure due to
,applied load
m =moments due to'unit load applied to
determinate structure at the
point and in the direction of
the deflection deslraci
As, E, and I have their conventlonalslgnlficanea
4. Oorner Sections ... S'1uare Knee Frame. or primary im-
portance is the dagree to which the~ee't:tonswlth1nthe knee may
influence the deter.minatlon ot the ho~zontal reaction. Total
neglect of knee sections in the computations for horizontal re-
action, tha.t is, considering the knee to be infinitely stift,
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increased'the computed value by a.bout 3 percent.
The actual deformation of the square knee was obtained
from the information in Fig. 9. Since the prlncipalstresses
within the knee w6):>e approximately cireumferential and radial,
the knee was dividadlnto circumferential bands, as shown in
Fig. 22!.. Average ra.dial, and circUDlferential stresses were
assigned to the bands in accordan.ce with the observed stress
distribution. From the a.verage pxaineipal stresses the elonga-
tion ot each band was computed, which When plotted tGgether~
gave the total angular change between the two internal faees or
the square knee,also shown in Fig. 22!._ This angular change
was practically the same as that computed. fror.n the obSerV6Q
shears in the \nle~ (Fig_ 22}2.), indicating that bending contrib-
uted very little to the deformation of the knee.
The etf'ect of'shear in the knee is accurately represented
by the analysi s presented in Fig. 22c. Thi s practice of trea.ting
, -
the column as a free body acted upon by thel"eactions of the trame
and by the flange forees and end shear of the girder 1s now used
by som91 deslf:9lers. When the knee is considered to be loaded in
this manner, bending about the' neutral axis at the column will
contribute but little to the effective deformation of the knee,
which was already ind1cated by test results in Fig. 22!. and £.
Two conventional methods of treating the corner of a
square rigid fram~Ej.6~ meehanical integration are shown in Fig.
22S! and.!. The computed bending deformations at the knee for thE!'
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two cases were appro.x1.matalyequal and considerably. greater than
tha.t indicated by the analysis shown in Fig. 22a and b. Ii'~. How-
..... --
ever, ,the effect of shear is neglected throughout the frame, as
".would,be ~on~ in design, the large bending deformations· assigned
to the knee tend to offset the absence of shear deformations in
the frame as a whole. The results thus obtained ,differed but
slightly from those In which shear was eons;~dered.
A comparison between the observed horizontal reaction
and the values obtained by the several methods of analysis are
given in Table IV.
A simple method for computing normal stresses on the 45°
plane through, the inside norner of the knee wa.s developed from
the test data shown in Fig., 11. In accordance with the stress
, .
distribution on the diagonal plane., the neutral axis .for this
section was assumed to be~ocated at one-fifth the length of the
diagonal f:rom the ins1de corner, the tension stress area was a.s"
s;umed to be a second degree pa.rabola, and the compression stres,s
area a triangle. With these as:3ttmptions and the, equilibrium
equations f'ordirectstress and for bending on the section, the
maxim:uln values of tension and compression we:re determined.. Con-
sidering the compression flange. but not the tension flange of
the girder nor the horizontal stiffening angles to be acting with
the web" the maximum tension ~d compression stresses computed by
the above method fell within 5 per cent of the observed values':
"."
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Curved Knee Frame -In the curved mee frame the hori-
, zontal reaction was 3-1/2. p.ercent below the, computed value.
Average compressive f'lange stresses at the knee varied from 15
to 50 per cent in excess of' stresses computed by the convention-
al formulas for f'lexure and direct streS':8 as .shown in Fig. 16.
Therefore" the bending deformations in sections, within the !mee
were greater than those computed by conventional ~ethodEJ'; 1.e."
the knee wa.s not as stl.ffas assumed. To remedy this condit1on,
a.s1~le and arbitrary methoc;1 for reducing the moments· of' inertia
and section moduli of sections within the mee was developed from
the test results. Using these modified values, computations gave
a horizontal reaction and compressive stresses within the knee in
close agreement with the observed ·data.
For knees oftMs type radial sections. are the most con-
venient to use and were employed in all analyses involving mech-
anical integration. To obtain what will be-called the U~rrectivett
section modulus (8") for each section, the moment was divided by
the average observed compr~s.sivestre.ss at the extreme inner
ribers. The ratio of "effect!vef'section modulus to a.ctual sec-
(S' )tian modulus s-. was determined ror eachsectlon and plotted
against the central angle C as. shown in Fig. 24. The approxim-
ately linear relationsb1pbetween the' ratio ;'.and the angle G
ean be expressed by the linear equation:
..,,, "
(C/45)
2
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{4}
or (6)
Due to ·the origin of this' equation, the compressive
" t;:1tresses based on' the "effective" seetlon-moduli agreed el.osely
with the average observed oompressive stresses., Further, the
same principle used in the modification o£ the section modulus
,
ma.y be applied to the moment of inertia. in order to eor:r-ect for
the discrepancy in observed and computed horizontal reactions.
, ,
The procedure in an actual design" assuming that the stress in
. , \ .
the extretnecompl'essive' fibers is constant across the width of
the f'lange, would be to compute the l.I e f f $ctlve" moment of' iner-
tia (I'), from the rel~tionfJhip:
II = 8'.c (6)
wherec is op.e ....half the actual depth o:rse~tlon. In the case
of the cU1"'ved knee frame however, the deformation of the knee de-
pended not on the average .flange stress-es'" but on the maximum
compressive stre'sses whi,ch occurred at the edge of thaweb. By
, u:sing the Il effective" moments of' inertia based on the· maximum
compressive stresses in the web, the value of the horizontal re-
, act,ion (neglecting ,shear) was reduced .from 4690 to 4480 lb., as
compared with the observed value of 4500 lb.
Maximum tensile stresses at the knee occurred at the ex..
treme fibers of sections near the polntsof tangency of the curved
flange and are in fairly close agreement with values computed by
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the conventional formulas for flexure and direct stress. On the
section through the exterior corner of the knee, however, the
maximum tensile stress can not be computed in this manner. A
simple solution fol' this section was derived .from the test re-
sults in Fig. 15~ identical in principle with the method applied
to a corresponding section in the square knee frame. Theassump-
tiona made were that the neutral axis was located one-quarter the
distance from the compression flange to the exterior cornel"l and
that the stress distribution followed a second degree parabola on
the tension slde and a triangle on the compression side. Assum-·
ing that the tension flange angles did not aet with the web, and
applying the equations of equi11brium, the maximum observed ten-
sion and compression stresses on the seetion were checked within
about 10 per cent. Since this section is not likely to be a
erltica1 section, the cheek was considered satisfactory.
5. Source of Computed Values Used in Comparisons - All
computed values, unless otherwise specified, were based on hori-
zontal reactions., computed by equation (2). For the purpose of
comparison "vith test results the knee section of the square knee
frame was analyzed as sho\Yn in Fig. 22~. Computations for see-
tions in the eurved knee were baaed on the conventional formulas
for flexure and direetstress: a=M~',l "s'=!: MC. The fact
. EI A I
that the flanges were not parallel at the curved knee was disl'e'"
garded in evaluating moments of inertia. and section moduli.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1. Stress Dist,ribut,lon -S~uare Knee Frame 4>, In general,
the portions or. the ,trante outside of the, k:r:lee behaved in, ae~ord­
anee with conventional theory. On sections within a few inches
of the bOUnda:ries of t'he knee" 'straight line distribution' of
normal stresses Was obtained. However, immediately adj&cel1t to
the knee observed stresses in the compression flanges of both
column .'and 'g1rderwere eonslderabi'y grea.ter than stresses com-
,
puted bythe'conventiona.l beam formula for flexure and direct
stress. Probably two principal causes contributed to this con....
. .
dition. ' First; the web of' the frame was discontlnuousthrough
the vertical j'oint at the knee, which probably 'resulted in the
f'langesof the girder carrying more than their'shareof'the mo-
. .
ment and thrust on the section at the column face. Thispremise
is upheld by the normal stress distribution shown in Fig. lIon
the girdersectlon next to the knee. It is noted that on this
section the web is understressed and the flange angles over-
stressed4> Second, the presence of shims between the girder
compression flange and the column caused practically all of the.
'compression in the girder to betransndtted to the column thrOUgh
j' •
the outstanding legs of' the :flange, ang1es~. At a point' on the gir-
dar 2-1/2 in. from the column face, the out~tanding legs we:,r.-e
, ,
carrying about three-fourths o:f the total load in the compre$sion
flange angles. The average stress in the compression flange
agreed 'closely with the stress computed on the assumption that
~-
" .~_~_r
~L
the' Q~.fW~flanges cax-ryal1 the moment andth:ru~t in' t1ie ,. girder
at the knE!e ,joint;~The s;light exe~ss 'stressn?ted ~n the, eam....
pression ;t';,tangeofthe eG1U111E. 'at tlie in~ide 'corner bfthe knee
was prqbably ,e~u,~eci. bythe,e~reme qonc·eri.t~at~on o~ bearing at
,. '
that point~,-Itseemsevidentthat any addi tiona). 'c9ncen:tration
otstre~3'$ ihthe colu,mi.L ox- ~rder at the 'knee' beea.U'se ..o:rI:iSl!la.~P
reentrant angle, is ofs~11 magnltudEt;~ Whatever concentration
<laes~xlst :Ls dIlreet~y dep$nd.ent upon the b6s:r:tngcondition 'e~";'
feting at the cGrner~, 1inaccurat,e fit 'betwee'Jn the eomp~ession '
f:t,ange angles will prGd.uc'e highstre,sse,sinthef'langes,whereas
$. 100~~ fltWillprod.uce lo~er, tft~~'s's~1s' in, the flange,s'buthigh~
, ,
or strel3'SeS in thew'eb. LocalvariatiGns. of this nature are of
" , .. ... - . -(
gene'ral(jccttr.renc~ If:1st'eel struc'tures" ,where, these I11,gh local-
i'zed strejSsef.1: art?,uffUally disr.eg~~~as unimport~t., i);herafore,
'''- . '. '"
with rag~r,d:~o'coneent~atl()nsof8tr~~satseetionsac1Ja.<?entto
'; ,
the kn~ej the r~gic1 frame may :oe t~e~~ed as. any oth.er "steel
struc,'tnire •
. ;.. ' i
\1i,thin the knee the stress p!'st:r"ibution can nat be d~-,
termineAby any~imple theoret:tcaJ...~nalys~f!J,~ The apjpJ,.1catlon ..
of th~ 'theory- 'of elasti,e:tty is too cOlnplleatea E:ll'l.d tedious f'()lJ
:' ".>.,
, ,
~./'
critiealsect;ions for norma.l stress.es' ,at the knee are the hor!,-
zontalandvertS-ealsections threnigh the lnsia:e comer of the'
knee, which w~re di.sc1:1.ssed i'nthe preceding; paragraph.
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Shear is apparently quite important in a rigid .frame
knee of thi s type. The un!t shear wi thin the knee was about
twice the shear which existed just outside the knee'~ which is
ordinarily considered to be the critical section with respect
to shear. .A study of the maximum shears showed that designing
for horizontal and vertical shears in the knee on the basis of
an external shear equal to the total t,enslon in the top flange
of the girder, was both adequate and·correct.
Curved Knee Frame. As in the ease of t1:l,eSqu.ar(F'knee
frame, the portions of the frame outsi·de the knee gave results
in accord with conventional tlleor:y.. Within themee, the
,
stress distrib'l:(tion differed markedly from that 'obtained by the
ordinary' beam theory. Throughout the entire curved portion of
the compression flange at the mee, the observed st'r~sses were
much greater than the computed values. Two factors probetbly
contributed to the observed difference. First, the neutral
axis has a pronounced curvature at the knee. However, anap....
plicatlonof the curved beam. theory accQunted for only a small
part of the differences between observed and computed stresses,
partiCUlarly on the compression flange. The second and possibly
the most important factor is the rapid change of section which
takes place at the knee. This latter problem int:roduces complex-
ities which may be reasona.bly solved only by a highly theoretical
analysis, or by an arbitrary procedure based on test results. The
arbitrary procedure presented in the section on analysis makes no
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differentiation between the separate effects of the two factors
mentioned above. Such a differentiation would be of value only
if the method o:f analyst s were to be extended to imess having
decidedlydif:ferent degrees of curvature.
The stress distribution wascGmpllcated by a. stress re ....
11ef in the outstanding legs of the curved flange angles. The
radial component of compression due to the curvature of the
flange caused the outstanding ~eg$ to deflect away from the
center of curvature and thus elongate relative to the edge o:f
-,
the web. If #. however, there had been a cover plate on the backs
of the curved flange angles, it is- probable that no appreciable
l"a.d1al displacement of the outstanding legs could have taken
place. Not only 'Would the outstanding legs have been rein.forced
by an additional thickness of metal, but any rotation of the in-
dividual angles about the rivet line would have been efi'ectively
prevented. In the section on analysis it was assumed that cover
plates would be pres.ent. Consequently the -effect or stress re-
lief in the outstanding legs was eliminated by using an average
extreme fiber stress,
2. General Behtilvior - In both :frames the honzontal re-
actions were slightly lower than the computed values" ib~l/2 per
cent for the square !mee frame and 3 ....1/2 per cent for the curved
knee .frame. These relations refer to the normal span condition.
Although this degree of accuracy appears to be satisfactory, the
discrepancy is on the unsafe side. A decrease in the horizontal
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reaction Will produce an increase of much greater magnitude in
the center moment. A greater degree of accuracywasobtalned
for the curved knee frame by arbitrarily reducing the moments
of inertia within the knee in accordance with observed stresses.
In general, observed center moments and deflections
agreed very well with correspondlng"(Talues computed from the
observed horizontal reactions., Therefore, the accuracy with
which stresses and deflections can be computed is merely a re-
flection of the accuracy of the computations for the horizontal
reaction. In other words, the Imesor a two-hinged rigid frame
affects the frame as a Whole only insofar as it affects the
horizontal reaction.
The observed normal span deflections of O.46-1n. and 0.67
in. tor the square knee and curved Imeeframes, respectively,
seem large when it 1s considered that the deflections in the pro-
totypes are four times as great. In this connection, reference
is made to deflection tests* made on three structural steel rigid
frame bridges in WestchesterColinty, New York. ;In these tests,
the floor systems and cut~ff walls, whlch were not included in
the deflection calculations, eVidently Qctedw1th the frame gir-
ders to a greatextent~ The observed deflections in aome eases
were only one-elghth of the computed values.
- ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ -- - -
... DEFLECTION TESTS SHOW RIGIDITY OF STEEL RIGID-FRAME BRIDGES.,
R. M. Hibdges, Engineering News-Record, September 3, 1931.
--_._- ---
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3. Foundation Sl~ppase - The i.m.portan~e of' pr~ve:r:-ting
horizontal movement of the supports or rigid frames is clearly
illustrated by-Fig. 20 and 21. For an increase inapan length
of' 1/4-1n. I 1.e • 'I ,. each support deflecting autward 1/8-in., the
horizontal reaction f'or the square knee franre dec'reased 7 per'
cent and the center moment increased 20 per cent, Correspond-
ing var1at"ions were not as great for the curved !mee frame be-
cause of its greater flexibility.
The accuracy of computations for the effect of horizon-
tal movement of the supports lfl.pon the frame as a whole depends
chiefly on the accuracy with which the horizontal reaction is
determined. Changes in horizontal reaction for known variations
of span length did not oheck the computed values exaetlt. but
the agreement was satisfactory :for all practical purposes.
4. Flat Bass Tests - It is of interest to note that
practically no rotational restraint was developed at the sup-
ports by allowing the base plates of the rigid frame models to
rest upon flat plateswhioh resisted only horizontal movement.
In fact.~ the horizontal reactions were less than the values com-
puted assuming the supports to be hinged, while the presenee of
any reaction moment should have the effect of increasing the re-
action. This might be due to a mlsall@1Ii1ent of the frames. If
the bases were not truly horlzontal~ the re~ction might easily
have been located inside the centroid of the base. Such a con-
di tion would have produced a reduced horizontal reaction. HowevElr~
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these test results definitely indicate that unless specific pro'-
visions are made to prevent rotation at the base of a rigid frama l
the trame willa.ct as a two-h1nged structure.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN
:..
For most practical purposes, horizontal reactions in two~
hinged rigid .frames of the types tested in this investigation,
may be computed satisfactorily by any theoretically sound method
of analysis. Fig. 20 and 21 present a criterion of theaecuracy
which can be expected.
If greater accuracy is desired for the eurved knee trame,
the followingreeommenda.tlons are made: arbitrarily reduce the
moments of inertia of sections Within the knee by means of the
graph in Fig. 23~ Shear is or secondary importance and need not
be considered when radial sections at the knee are used.
Concerning the design of the knee lneach frame, the
following recommendations are made:
Square Knee: l~ The horizontal and vertical sections through
the inside corner of the knee are critical sections with respect
to normal. stres$es~ Apply the usual formula. for flexure and di-
rect stress to the horizontal section. On the vertical section,
assume that the flange angles carry all the moment and thrust in
the glrder~
2. Design. the web to take a total horizontal shear equal to
the tension in the top flange of the girder computed in the pre-
ceding step.
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3. If the web plate is thin Ineompa~isonto that in the
test specimen, ,it may be we~l to Investigatethe tension in the
I "
,web on the 45° plane thr~ugh the inside corner. For this sect-
" I ' ~
ion, the neutral axis will lay at about one-fifth the length of
" . . . . ." . .
the,diagonal from the inside corner, and the stress distribution
may be 'considered to take the form of a. second degree parabOla
on the tension s~de, and of a triangle on the compresslon side.
Maximumst~essesmay then be computed .from the equations of
6Cluilibrium f'orbending and d.1rectstre~ss on the section.
OurvedKnee: 1.C;r:oitical,section,s.for ,direct stress at the
knee occur within 15° from the points of tangency of the our~ed
flange., Maximmncompression stresses may be detennined by use
. ' .,
of conventional formulas ,for flexure and dlreetstress in straight
. " , .. . .
beams if the section modUli, are reducedln accordance 'With Fig.23.
I
M,ax11l'J.Ul1t ,tensionstressssmay be determined in the same manner, but
, ,
usin~ nomina1section moduli.
2. The web should be deslgnedfor shear on the basis of the
arbitrary method illustrated in Fig. 18. Shearsexistingou~side
the square will be smaller than those computed. 1"or the square.
3. If the web plate is thin in comparison to that in the test
speeimen, the 45° plane thrOUgh ttle outside corner should be in-
vestigated using the same procedure that was recommended for a
eorre$ponding section in the square knee. The only d1f'ference
is that in the curved knee the neutral axis is located at a dis-
tance from the compression flange about equal. to one-fourth the
Whole diagonal distance.
..
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SUlIIMARY
The important findings in this investigation may be
summarized as followst
1. The square knee did not act as a. eontinuous homo-
,
g~neous corner. It may therefore be analyzed and designed as
a'rigid girder and column eonnection, in which the reactions of
the girder upon the colUmn consist chiefly of a top flange tan-
- -
sion, a bottom fl.ange compression, and a shear.
2. Stress concentrations at the sharp reentrant angle
of the-square kn~e were due principally.to imper.fect bearing
rather then to anY-1nherent property of rigid frame lmees.
3. Normal stresses upon radial sections of the curved
-,
knee did not e.xhibl t a linear relationship. The neutral axis
lay between thecentroldal axis and the compression flange, :On
the radial section through the -ext.erior co.rnerthe neutral axis
was about one-fourth the distance from the compression flange
to the exterior corner.
4. Maximum stresses in the curved knee occurred on sec-
tions just inside the points of tangency of the curved flange.
Average extreme fiber stresses in th~ curved. flange were trom 10
to 30 per cent higher than stresses computed by the conv~ntlpnal
formulas for flexure and direct stress in straight beams.
5. A simple method of reducing section moduli and moments
of inertie. within the curved knee produced close agreement. between
observed and computed values tor compressive stresses in the
curved flange and also for horizontal rea.ctions.
"
.. 3'1
6, The outstanding legs of the curved flange angles de-
flected back under the radial component of compression introduced
by the curvature. As a result~ the stresses observe-d near the
toes of the outstanding legs at various points along the curved
flange were only from 40 to 70 par cent of the stresses at eorrea-
ponding points on the heels of' the angles and on the edge of tha
web.. Maximum stresses on the edge of' the web were about 25 per
cent greater than the average values used for eomparing test re'"
suIts with computatio~s.
7. Oonventiona.l methods of rigid frame analysis ga.ve hor-
izontal reactions slightly greater than those observed; 1-'!L/2 per
cent for the square knee frame and 3-1/2 percent for the curved.
knee frame at nonnal span.
8. Conventional methods gave center TAoments and dei'lect-
ions as much as ten per cent less than observed values for both frames.
9. Center moments. and deflectiOns generally agreed closely
with values computed from observed reactions and applied loads'!!
10. Changes in horlzontalreaction, center moment., and
center deflection due to horizontal movement of support.s a.lsc:>
checked theor$tical values fairly clo~ely.
11. No appreciable rotational restraint was developed by
setting the base plates of the rigid f'rames on flat plates which
resl~tad horizontal movement of the supports, but not rotation.
Rigid frames in which no special precaution tor preventing base
rotation i~ taken, will therefore a.ct as two"'hinged frames.
TABLE ): - RESULTS OF TENSILE TESTS OF STEEL COUPONS
Coupons
Cut
From:
Modulus of' Yield Tensile E1ongation
Elastleitl Point strength in 8 in.
in 1000 p!' s. 1.
Square Angles 28,400 43.1 62.7 24.1
Knee
Frame PIntaa 28,570 45.8 54.4 22.0
Curved Angles 29,370 39.5 59.3 30.0
Knee
Frame Plates 29,400 .....-* 63.6 15.?
*No definite yield point
:"':::"'=-:'-'=-=~:;--=":;"=":="'=-='-=''''=-=~=''=-''=''=''':=-=~'=-=-=..=..=:...=-=-='-=
TABLE II .~ COMPARISON BETWEEN TEST DATA
AND COMPUTED VALUES FOR lWRMAL SPAN TESTS
.48598._-
Knee
Ho~izontal Center Center
Reaction Moment De£1eetlon
in in in
pounds 1000 in-lb. inches
-- _ tl!'II' ..- '!I"' .., --_ _ -- ~- _ - - .. - __ '_ - - ..
Ob~e~y,e<i 5280 98 . 0.465
Computed 5340 93 .455
Computed from
Observed
Horizontal
Reaction
Frame
Square
Curved
Knee
Frame
Observed
,
Computed
Comput.ea: frem
Observed
HorizOnta.l
. Reaction
4530
4690
153
143
154
.678
.615
.700
........_-'..- ,..' _--- -~--_ _.._-- - _'..- '---..------ - ..-
TABLE III - COMf'ARISONBETWEEN HINGED BASE
AND FLAT· BASE, RESULTS
Type of
l!a.se
Ratio = Observed
. Compute!
Horizontal Center Center
Reaction Moment Def'lection
-.--!i'..-----..;.---.-- - ..--- --'--.~-- - ..-- - ----~ -
Square Hinged 0.985 1.06 1.02
Knee •
Frame Flat .975 1.08 1.04
Curved Hinged .965 1.07 1.10
Knee
Frame Flat ~955 1,,09 1.11
......_-- - - -_:..---_ _- - _- - -_ -----_.---
TABLE IV - HORIZONTAL REACTIONS OF SQUARE'K!iEE FRAME
BY DIFFERENT ANALYSES··
Computed by Analysis
. in Fig.22e
Observed -
Shear Shear
Included Neglected
Computed··by Analysis
in Fig, 22d or e
. - -
Shear Shear·
Included Neglected
Horizontal
Reaction 5280 5340 5480 5360
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FIG. I. TYPE OF FRAME AND LOADING
FfG.2. OVER-ALL VIEW OF TEST APPARATUS WITH FRAME I
TESTED TO COLLAPSE.
